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Abstract

Primary appendiceal adenocarcinomas are extremely rare entities. 
Preoperative diagnosis is very difficult and is mainly based on com-
puted tomography (CT) scan findings. Furthermore, in many cases, 
difficulties in establishing an accurate intraoperative diagnosis have 
resulted in a two-stage surgical intervention. We herein report a case 
of a primary appendiceal mucinous adenocarcinoma in a 67-year-old 
Caucasian man who presented with atypical symptoms of persistent 
coughing and weight loss. The chest CT showed lesions with fea-
tures favorable of malignancy. Further investigation with abdominal 
CT and colonoscopy revealed a large tumor of the cecum expanding 
to the ascending colon. Typical right hemicolectomy was performed 
and the histopathological examination confirmed mucinous adeno-
carcinoma of the appendix. As some cases are accidentally discov-
ered, the presented case describes an extremely rare first presentation 
of this tumor and emphasizes that the preoperative diagnosis of ap-
pendiceal cancer is challenging due to the lack of specific symptoms 
and signs.
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Introduction

Primary tumors of the appendix are unusual. Carcinoids are 
revealed in almost 85% of the cases whereas appendiceal ad-
enocarcinomas are very rare malignant neoplasms with about 
0.12 cases per 1,000,000 individuals diagnosed annually [1], 
accounting for 0.05-0.2% of all appendectomies and only 6% 
of all malignant tumors of the appendix [2]. They constitute 
< 0.5% of all gastrointestinal neoplasms [3]. Apart from their 

rarity, the spectrum of malignant disease is complex and has 
led to confusion concerning the accurate description of the 
natural history of these tumors. Appendiceal adenocarcinomas 
are classified into four groups: mucinous adenocarcinoma, co-
lonic type adenocarcinoma, goblet cell carcinoma, and signet 
ring cell carcinoma [1]. Appendiceal carcinomas are usually 
well differentiated mucinous adenocarcinoma and do not show 
metastatic spread until late in the disease process. The diagno-
sis of primary appendiceal mucinous adenocarcinoma usually 
depends on the pathology following appendectomy or other 
explorative surgical procedures [4].

We herein report an extremely rare case of appendiceal 
adenocarcinoma in a 67-year-old male with first presentation 
of persistent coughing.

Case Report

A 67-year-old Caucasian man presented with a persistent 
coughing for approximately 1 month. His symptom was not 
accompanied with loss of appetite, weight loss, or changes in 
bowel habits. The patient was smoking for about 25 years (ap-
proximately 40 pack-years) despite a 27-year abstinence from 
smoking. On laboratory investigation, peripheral blood counts 
and biochemical markers were within normal limits, except for 
a high rate of LDH. Serum concentrations of carcinoembryon-
ic antigen (CEA), carbohydrate antigen (CA19-9), and alpha 
fetoprotein were within normal range as well.

Chest computed tomography (CT) showed multiple dif-
fuse smooth thickening of the interstitial pulmonary parenchy-
ma as well as an enlargement of the right paratracheal lymph 
nodes with a maximum diameter of 2.5 cm (Fig. 1). Contrast-
enhanced abdominal CT scans revealed wall thickening of the 
cecum, the distal portion of the terminal ileum and the lower 
portion of the anion colon accompanied with pericolic inflam-
mation and enlargement of the paracolic lymph nodes of the 
region (Fig. 2). No hepatic metastases were recognized. Main 
paraortic lymph nodes were observed with a maximum diam-
eter of 2 cm.

A colonoscopy was performed revealing a large mass in 
the cecum expanding in the lower portion of the ascending 
colon (Fig. 3). Biopsies were taken showing adenocarcinoma. 
Furthermore, the cytological examination of the cells from 
the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) revealed glandular tumor 
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cells. The patient, following oncological council, subjected 
to neoadjuvant chemoradiation, in accordance with the thera-
peutic protocol for metastatic adenocarcinoma of colon with 
non-excludable pulmonary metastasis. Six months later, a right 
hemicolectomy (Fig. 4) with side-to-side ileocolic anastomo-
sis was performed. Has also be mentioned that no peritoneal 
metastases were observed in the presented case, although the 
patient had pulmonary metastases.

Histopathological examination of the resected specimen 
revealed a poor differentiated appendiceal mucinous adeno-
carcinoma (Fig. 5) whereas a negative staining for CD56, 
chromogranin, and synaptophysin was noted. Venous and 
lymphatic (all the 35 resected lymph nodes) invasion was 
observed whereas surgical margins were free of tumor cells. 
The patient’s postoperative course was complicated by evis-
ceration which was managed by surgical procedure and he was 
discharged 15 days after the initial operation. The patient re-

ceived adjuvant chemotherapy and died 1 year after surgery.

Discussion

There are four major histological subtypes of appendiceal ad-
enocarcinoma: cystic, colonic, carcinoid, and adenocarcinoid. 
Carcinoids are the most common, comprising nearly 90% of all 
primary appendiceal tumors while mucinous cystadenocarcino-
ma is the second most common type. Primary appendiceal can-
cer is diagnosed in 0.9-1.4% of appendectomy specimens [5].

Clinical presentation of appendiceal tumors usually is non-
specific and misleading, thus accurate preoperative diagnosis 
is difficult and errors in the selected treatment can occur. Some 
are entirely asymptomatic. They are never suspected preopera-
tively and seldom intraoperatively and the diagnosis is usually 

Figure 2. Enhanced abdominal CT demonstrates wall thickening of the 
cecum, the distal portion of the terminal ileum, and the lower portion 
of the ascending colon accompanied with pericolic inflammation, as 
indicated by the arrow. 

Figure 3. Colonoscopy reveals the large mass of the ascending colon. 

\

Figure 1. Chest CT shows multiple diffuse smooth thickening of the 
interstitial pulmonary parenchyma and an expanded right paratracheal 
lymph node with a diameter of 2.5 cm. 
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made at histopathological examination of the surgical speci-
men or as an incidental finding during exploration for another 
disease [1]. Adenocarcinoma of appendix most often presents 
as acute appendicitis or as a palpable abdominal mass [6]. The 
mean age of presentation is 50 years old with a prevalence of 
the male gender 4:1 [7]. In other cases, this entity can mimic an 
ovarian tumor especially when there is intraabdominal spread 
or pseudomyxoma peritonei [8]. In our case, the patient had 
no specific gastrointestinal symptoms, thus unless imaging re-
sults, it was difficult to suspect the disease; the only mentioned 
symptom was the persistent coughing.

Intestinal endoscopy, barium enema, and selective ileocol-
ic arteriography have been used for the preoperative diagnosis 
but no established method currently exists. In the same pat-
tern, the role of colonoscopy is controversial. According to a 
previous review, appendiceal lesions were recognized during 
colonoscopy in only 11% of the patients with appendiceal ad-
enocarcinoma [9]. Differently, CT imaging offers 95% sensi-
tivity in revealing lesions of the vermiform appendix either as 
abnormalities in the shape or as an increase in dimension, and 
thus it is an essential tool in the differential diagnosis [10].

Treatment of appendiceal adenocarcinoma depends on the 
stage of the disease. When limited in the appendix, right hemi-
colectomy is the treatment of choice, whereas the presence 
of distant metastases or peritoneal spread requires aggressive 
debulking followed with neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemora-
diotherapy along with it [11]. However, in case of pulmonary 
metastasis the treatment consists of neoadjuvant chemoradia-
tion, in accordance with the therapeutic protocol for metastatic 
adenocarcinoma of colon, and right hemicolectomy later. The 
prognosis of this tumor depends on the grade of malignancy 
and the success of debulking surgery to remove all the tumors 
that have metastasized into the abdomen. Although distant 
metastasis and visceral involvement of appendiceal mucinous 
adenocarcinoma are very rare, our patient had both of them: 
pulmonary metastases with venous and lymphatic (all the 35 
resected lymph nodes) invasion. However, no peritoneal me-
tastases were found during the surgical procedure.

The purpose of this report was to highlight that a suspi-
cion of appendiceal carcinoma is fundamental, when pathol-
ogy is focalized near the ileocolic valve so as to eliminate er-
rors concerning the therapeutic strategy. In the present case, 
the patient’s clinical presentation was confusing and led us to 
initially ignore the possibility of appendiceal carcinoma. The 

signs and symptoms of an appendiceal adenocarcinoma were 
not specifically apparent, but the CT and the colonoscopy were 
useful to identify a correlation with the colon. However, the 
final diagnosis was established by the histopathological exami-
nation of the resected specimen.
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